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June 
BRINGING OUR UU FAITH HOME SIMPLICITY 

When I was a kid, summer was spent at 

Grandma’s house.  My days would be 

spent riding my bicycle in the 

neighborhood, chasing fireflies in the 

yard at dusk, and taking day trips with 

my grandparents to swim or visit 

extended family.  Summers were simple 

when I was young.  In part this was 

because my parents’ socio-economic 

class prevented a big vacation, but 

looking back, I long for that simplicity.  

My schedule this summer has required a 

separate calendar just for events for my 

daughter.  Summer feels FULL and busy, 

not relaxed and filled with simple 

wonder as it was in my youth.  In a 

society where we overschedule our 

down time, I wonder when we ever 

really rest. 

Another value of my lazy summers is 

summed up in our first source: a direct 

experience of the transcending mystery 

and wonder.  I learned to spend hours 

Remember Summer? 
by Starr Austin, Director of Religious Education 

quietly sitting under the live oak, 

mesmerized by a mushroom and the 

tiny ecosystem living under that tree.  I 

learned about the lifecycles of frogs 

from sitting at the pond on the property, 

where my cousin and I would talk for 

hours about our lives and our dreams.  I 

learned to wash cars, mow lawns, and 

make lunch by helping my grandparents 

and while all of those tasks seem to lack 

wonder; it taught me the truth of a job 

well done and pride in one’s work.  I got 

my hands in the dirt in my Grandpa’s 

garden.  I spent a lot of hours playing 

video games, something we often frown 

on with children, but amidst all the 

nature exploration and helping out at 

the house it was balanced and gave my 

older cousin something we could do 

together.  To this day, we talk about 

spending summers playing games on the 

Atari or Super Nintendo we kept at my 

Grandparent’s house.  We bonded. 

After being asked for one more week of 

a summer camp this summer, I said no.  

This was hard to do, not because of my 

daughter, but because of the pressure 

for middle class families to provide 

programmed and polished summers.  

It’s not acceptable in our culture to have 

an unplanned summer.  It feels almost 

radical to stay home for the summer.  

What might it look like if we let our kids 

have a summer of simplicity?  I imagine 

more neighborly bonding as children 

play together in their yards, instead of 

being shuttled from one summer camp 

to another.  I imagine the kind of task 

building that could happen if we let our 

youth really dive in and learn something 

new about taking care of a home or 

cooking a meal.  The learning that might 

unfold as we gaze at the night sky or 

study the earth worms we find in the 

dirt. What could happen if we scheduled 

nothing?  I invite you to try this out in 

the summer – to intentionally leave 

days, even weeks, with no scheduled 

activity.  I’ve love to hear what unfolds. 
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Spiritual Family 
Practice for 
Simplicity 

CHALICE LIGHTING 

We light this chalice in gratitude for all life has to offer. 

We are thankful for food shared, 

Family and friends, music and laughter. 

We are thankful for the joys of simple living, 

The taste of ripe peaches, the breeze of ocean air. 

We are thankful for this moment  

Of simple presence. 

 

-By Starr Austin, Director of Lifespan Religious Education 

Do Nothing Days 
 
This summer have days (even weeks) 
where nothing is scheduled in 
advance.  What can we do when we 
immerse ourselves in the present with 
each moment?   
 
 

Simple Eating 
 
For some, simple eating is a deeply 
spiritual practice.  Consider have a 
day each week where your eating 

becomes more simplified.  Perhaps 
you give up meat one day a week, or 
processed foods.  A day of eating only 
simple, whole, foods with mindful 
reflection at each meal can be an 
amazing practice to undertake.   
 
 
When Life Was Simple 
 

This exercise invites you challenge 
your present with your past. We all 
remember a time when “life was 
simpler.” These are fond memories but 
also come with a sense of mourning. A 
part of us wishes we could return to the 
feeling of that time, but the biggest part 
of ourselves “knows” that’s not 
realistic. Maybe it’s time to take a 
second look.  Here are your 
instructions:  

 

Bring the memory back to life: 
Find a way to return to that 
time in your life when life was 
simpler and more nourishing. 
Journal about it, share the 
story with a friend, make it a 
part of your meditative 
practice.   

 

Work with the memory: Spend 
time focusing on what was 
most nourishing or precious 
about it. Figure out why the 
memory anchors you or keeps 
coming back. Note what gift it 
gave you at the time and the 

impact on that gift being 
absent from your present 
circumstances. Again, do 
this reflective work using 
the form you are most 
comfortable with: journaling, 
conversation with a friend, 
personal meditation, etc. 

 

Let it challenge you:  Ask 
yourself “Why can’t it be 
this way again?” Play 
devil’s advocate with 
yourself. Challenge yourself 
justifications about why life 
just can’t be that simple 
now? Ask yourself if the 
barriers are really 
immovable and push 
yourself to consider how 
they might actually be self-
imposed or more in control 
than you want to admit. You 
may not be able to return to 
the circumstances of that 
previous time, but what 
about reclaiming the feeling 
and the freedom it offered 
you. 
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RESOURCES TO EXPLORE WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A PEOPLE OF  
SIMPLICITY 

Movies & Books for Teens and Children 

Book: The Perfectly Orderly House A 
fastidious pack-rat all her life, an Old 
Woman decides she must organize all her 
possessions-and what better way than 
alphabetically? Her brother offers to help, 
and soon has built her a "perfectly orderly 
house" that sprawls into a monstrosity of 
rooms, each one designated by a different 
letter. The plan seems a great success-
until the Old Woman has a party and the 
preparation and celebration demonstrate 
the difficulties of the new household.   

Book: The Quilt Makers Gift A charitable 
seamstress makes beautiful quilts that she 
gives to the needy and poor. When a 
greedy king hears of the marvelous crea-
tions, he demands that she sell him one. 
She refuses, but says that she will give 
him one if he gives away all of his posses-
sions. The angry monarch tries to force 
her to bend to his will. Unsuccessful, he 
begins to travel the world giving away his 
amassed treasures. When he returns to 
the village, a happier man in ragged cloth-

ing, she presents him with a beautiful quilt.   

Book: Have You Filled a Bucket 
Today?  A book about the re-
ward of positive actions. Not a 
book about simplifying but a 
book about finding happiness 
and reward in serving and help-
ing others.  

Movie: Prada to Nada. A Latina spin on 
Jane Austen's "Sense and Sensibility," 
where two spoiled sisters who have been 
left penniless after their father's sudden 
death are forced to move in with their es-
tranged aunt in East Los Angeles.  

Book: Stuff. Edward has a lot of Stuff—
too much Stuff. Soon the Stuff takes over 
his house. But will Edward agree to part 
with his Stuff before it’s too late?  

Book: Too Many Toys. Spencer has too 
many toys! His father trips over them, his 
mother falls over them, and the house is 
overflowing with junk. Now its time to give 
some of the mountain of goodies away, 
but Spencer finds it hard. In the end, he 
fills a box, but decides the one toy he 
can't part with is the box!  

Book: The Gift of Nothing. Mooch 

the cat desperately wants to find a 

gift for his friend - Earl the dog. He 

wonders what he can buy the dog 

who has everything and decides that 

the answer, of course, is nothing. 

This simple story features characters 

from the Mutts comic strips and is the 

first book for children.  

Book: Little Bird. A man drives 

his truck up to a cliff's edge. 

Unable to go any further, he 

opens the back door of his 

truck and a flock of birds flies 

out, but, as the man soon dis-

covers, a small timid bird re-

mains. Surprised and delight-

ed, the man acts kindly towards 

the bird and an intimacy develops. After lunch, the man 

tries to show the bird that he should fly off and join his 

friends. The man's comic attempt at flight deepens the 

encounter between these two very different creatures. 

Soon the bird flies off and the man drives away, but in a 

surprise twist the bird and his friends return, and in a 

starkly lyrical moment we see them all experience some-

thing entirely new.  

http://www.amazon.com/Perks-Being-Wallflower-Logan-Lerman/dp/B00BESCJII/
http://www.amazon.com/Outsiders-S-E-Hinton/dp/014240733X/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1442457023
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0439536308
http://www.amazon.com/People-Could-Fly-American-Folktales/dp/0679843361/
http://www.amazon.com/Giver-Quartet-Lois-Lowry/dp/0544336267/
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Wednesday, June 1st is our last youth 
night until September!  We will have 
a special bonfire worship complete 
with S’mores!  You won’t want to 
miss it! 
 

We are looking for advisers for 
Wednesday night next year.  If you 
are interested, please email Starr.  
The job is 2 Wednesdays per 
month from 6-8:30pm.  Thanks! 
 

YOUTHGROUP NEWS! 

Don’t forget to pick up your book-

marks for the month from the RE 

table.  The bookmarks can be used 

on the fridge or clipped to the car 

visor to help families look for learn-

ing opportunities throughout our 

day to explore our monthly theme.  

Each one has weekly core messag-

es with questions to ask your chil-

dren in the morning (when you are 

their coach, setting the tone for the 

day) and in the afternoon or over 

dinner. 

UU this Summer 
 
Our summer RE program is exploring 
wonder through the arts and nature.  
Wonder is one of our sources of wis-
dom and a value of our religious tradi-
tion.  Our programming will be struc-
tured in 2 groups each Sunday, begin-
ning in July.  K-5 and 6-12 groups will 
have different programs geared toward 
their ages.  For children still in pre-
school, we invite you to use nursery 
care or keep them with you in worship.  
Thank you. 
 
If you would like to volunteer this sum-
mer as an assistant for one of our Sun-
days, we could use the help.  It takes 4 
adults per week to make this kind of 
programming work.   
 
We will also offer community events in 
the summer.  Look for word about 
beach days, park meet-ups, and movie 
showings! 
 
Let’s enjoy summer together. 
In Faith, 
Starr Austin 
 

Direct Ministry 
We still need RE teachers for next year.  This kind of direct ministry feeds the soul 
of the teacher as well as the student.  RE teachers shape lives and they shape the 
direction of our faith.  As our young people grow into adults, they often look back 
fondly on their RE teachers as those who contributed to their sense of what it 
means to live a UU life of faith.  In only 2 Sundays a month, you can serve in this 
direct ministry.  We still need a teacher for 2nd & 3rd grade, 4th & 5th, and 6th & 
7th.   
 
Keepers of the Ministry 
 The religious education council shapes and holds the ministry of religious 
education for our congregation.  Council members ensure we meet our mission 
and vision in our programming and help support families in deeper engagement in 
the congregation at large.  The RE Council needs someone who wants to hold the 
youth ministry portfolio and our events portfolio.  These two important areas of 
congregational life require someone who is comfortable using a computer, can 
organize dates, and is willing to recruit people from the congregation to help with 
specific tasks. 
 
Support Ministry 
Everyone should be doing some kind of supportive work for RE each year.  This is 
part of the congregation owning the mission of religious education in our 
Fellowship.  However, it helps if I know where your interests lie.  We need people 
on support teams for youth ministry, events team, social justice, and multigene 
support.  

RE Ministry Needs You 

Join us at Robert Moses Beach 

field 5 for a beach day on Friday, 

June 24th at 5:30pm.  This is a 

UU Connect event, so it is multi-

generational and for all Long Is-

land UUs.  We will have beach 

games, drinks, and snacks for all.  

See you at the beach! 

Beach Day! 

June 24th 

5:30pm 


